
BREVARD CHAPTER SAR MEDAL 

Our Chapter has struck its own Medal.  It is fashioned of solid bronze in deep relief and it is about 
the same size as a regular SAR Medal. It comes with a red, white and blue ribbon. Our Board of Directors 
had it cast as a tribute to the seven astronauts who gave their all on February 1, 2003 board the 
COLUMBIA.  

On the front is the image of the COLUMBIA with "BREVARD CHAPTER SAR" along the top 
and "HAIL COLUMBIA" at the bottom. On the reverse it states: " In Memory of Columbia's Crew. 
Columbia was lost on Feb. 1, 2003 after completing a successful 16 day mission."  It then lists the seven 
brave astronauts: Anderson, Brown, Chawla, Clark, Husband, McCool, Ramon.  And has another view of 
the COLUMBIA.  

Each medal comes with a figure "8" key ring 
for greater versatility, and an informational sheet. It can 
be purchased at our meetings for just $5.00.  We will 
also ship your medal via PRIORITY POSTAGE with 
Delivery Confirmation for an additional $5.00. Up to 
four (4) medals can be mailed out in one package.  

We are also taking orders for this same medal 
to be struck in solid SILVER.  It can be worn as a 
sliding Neck Pendent (no ribbon).  Cost will be $35.00 
each, plus the above shipping rate. Send check made 
out to Brevard Chapter SAR to Carroll Lord, 830 
Thrasher Dr, Viera, FL 32955 

Medals with ribbons sold ONLY to SAR, 
DAR, WOSAR, and members of other patriotic 
organizations. All others come only with a key ring.  

The Brevard Chapter, FLSSAR, home of 
COLUMBIA’S lift-off, is proud to present its tribute to 
the crew of the SPACE SHUTTLE COLUMBIA.  ALL pro
LIBERTY TREES with PERMANENT MARKERS having
dedicated at various locations throughout Brevard County.  

Each medal is fashioned from solid bronze in deep
blue ribbon.  You will also receive a figure “8” key ring 

It will make a fine “Thank You” gift for your board
Cost is a LOW – LOW $10.00 per medal at our meetings.  W
Confirmation for an additional $6.50.  Up to ten medals per
“Certified 999 Silver,” as a neck pendant (no ribbon). Cost i
shown above.  

Make checks out to BREVAR

BREVARD SAR c/o Ca
830 Thrasher D
Viera, FL 329
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